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************************************************
PER GLENSIDE WEBSITE As a precaution,
all summer programming will be virtual or held outside.
Participants will be required to wear masks and socially
distance. Meeting rooms are not available
to meet CAEUG needs.
UPDATED MEETING INFORMATION

* * * Saturday December 11, 2021 * * *
2nd Saturday at 10 AM via Zoom.
A meeting where you get to stay at home.
There will be a meeting invitation e-mail Thursday evening
before the Zoom meeting on Saturday morning at 10:00
Our November/December 11, 2021
An APCUG video on Complete Robocall Defense by John Krout. He
shows how to use free programs to keep robo callers at bay.

REMINDER:
$20.00 Membership dues for 2022 are due.
Mail dues to CAEUG, P.O. Box 3150,
Glen Ellyn, IL 60138
************************************************
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Stay tuned for updates!!!

Computers Are Easy User Group
would like to wish all a
Very Happy and Safe Holiday and a
Great New Year!

Lamp Post 241
November / December 2021
by John Spizzirri
Timnit Gebru no longer works for Google (1). She is an
Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI (2)) ethics researcher. She
was ﬁred or quit depending on who you believe (3).
Her story has serious implications for society and the
human - machine interaction or interface of the future.
She objected to Google's language learning machine
that answers questions. The company objected to the characterization that,
"the models can replicate biased language on gender and race found online."
Google executives did not want the work group she was in to publish a paper
about their ﬁndings. They told her that they accepted her resignation when she
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had not resigned effectively ﬁring her. Labor activists inside and outside the
company took up her cause not only on the unfairness due to ethics but
because she is a black woman. Google has few women in positions of power
and no black people. Whether Gebru agrees with the Labor activists or not is
immaterial to ethics issue which I consider THE primary issue. “You’re not
going to have papers that make the company happy all the time and don’t
point out problems,” Gebru says. “That’s antithetical to what it means to be
that kind of researcher.” Google's response speaks for itself. This from a
company who's motto used to be, "Don't Be Evil" (4). Accordidng to a CBS and
Microsoft report in March of 2016, AI when left on it own becomes hateful
toward humans (5). If Google won't do the right thing, who will. I know most
large tech corporations are researching AI as are most of the top 20
governments. I do not trust any of them to do the right thing. If the nuclear
powers ever decide that AI is the best way to handle the launch decision, we
are in trouble. Read the book Colossus (6) or see the movies The Forbin Project
(7) or War Games (8). These things may seem far fetched. They are. AI will not
control everything. It will control some things. It will do things that are
unexpected and possibly catastrophic. We are seeing self driving cars. When
will engineers be taken out of trains? When will a self driving car try to beat self
driving train to a crossing? When will pilots be taken out of airliners? AI ethics
are important. All corporations should understand that and tread carefully.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

https://www.google.com/
https://is.gd/bqZd2c
https://is.gd/tVDa0L
https://is.gd/qSr0j6
https://is.gd/7kIamZ
https://amzn.com/1541452801
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0064177/
https://is.gd/VV5BV6

Hard drive failure is a fact of life. Hard drives with moving parts (HDD) are
given a predicted failure time called Mean time between failures (MTBF (1)).
The MTBF is just an algebraic estimate. It can be found in the small print along
with the warranty. The warranty is usually shorter than the MTBF. Modern HDDs
are expected to last about ﬁve years of average use. If they are subjected to
heavy use or unusual atmospheric or environmental conditions the lifetime can
be much shorter. The main enemy of data on a HDD is human error. Deleting
ﬁles or overwriting ﬁles is the most common error. Reformatting the drive is
another common error. Be careful when using your machine is the only advice I
can offer beside having good back ups. Physical failure prevention and
recognition is dependent on where the HDD is. If you are using a desktop
machine, a laptop, or the HDD is a USB portable. Temperature is one of the big
killers of HDDs. As long as the desktop fans are working and the area around
the desktop is clear of obstructions the interior temperatures will be within
tolerance levels. Those levels can be checked using Speccy (2) from
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cCleaner.com. Use Speccy on a laptop as well but keep the laptop on a clean
ﬂat surface when using it. If you must use it on your lap, get a lap desk (3) so
that air circulation will not be interrupted. Keep the laptop clean (use a
vacuum). Portable USB HDDs should always be kept out of the sun and not in a
carrying case when in use. HDDs and liquids do not get along. If you were to
drop your laptop or portable HDD in a pool of liquid (puddle, sink, toilet,
bathtub, swimming pool, etc.), do NOT turn it on. Take it to a professional to see
if it can be salvaged. If you spill a drink on your laptop, do the same unless your
laptop is speciﬁcally meant to withstand that sort of abuse. Do not use your
powered computers / USB devices during thunderstorms as a nearby lightning
strike could fry the electronics inside your machines. Using your devices on
battery power during the storm will not hurt it. As the HDD ages you may start
to hear noise. Old HDDs were very noisy all the time so if you have one of those
the noise will change. If there is noise in a modern HDD or change in the noise
of and old HDD, back up the whole drive right away. Grinding noise indicates
the bearings are failing. Clicking noise indicate the step motor or its controller
are failing. Any of these noises mean that the drive will stop working very soon.
There are failures that do not have noise associated with them. Here are some
articles that may help (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

https://is.gd/6J7fj5
https://is.gd/xLhBrw
https://is.gd/XyuYe0
https://is.gd/P5sKnw
https://www.n-able.com/?p=6453
https://is.gd/WF7CAL
https://www.compuram.de/blog/en/?p=3239
https://www.newegg.com/insider/?p=77147
https://techmonitor.ai/?p=345840

Calendars are a big item this time of the year. You can print your own for free at
this web site (1). WalMart has a calendar printing site that allows you to add
your own pictures (for a fee) and personalize them with family birthday,
anniversary, etc. dates (2). Walgreens (3) and CVS (4) have comparable sites.
Techradar (5) has done a guide to the best photo calendar sites on the web.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

https://www.timeanddate.com/
https://is.gd/dEzAur
https://is.gd/HP2YXl
https://is.gd/HL1GnS
https://is.gd/LHZMUX

Os Keyes in an op-ed piece in Wired Magazine (1) said that whistle blowers like
Frances Haugen (2), Sherron Watkins (3), Cynthia Cooper (4), Sophie Zhang
(5), Timnit Gebru (6), Alex Stamos (7), Daniel Ellsberg (8) or, I might add,
Edward Snowden (9) contribution to the common good does not mean
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anything unless enough of us follow up their sacriﬁce with action to see real
change. I think Keyes hit the nail on the head. Most of the names on that list
are forgotten, let alone what they revealed about the wrong doing in higher
circles of power. We have a republic, but only if we keep it (10).
1) https://is.gd/PajDBj
2) https://is.gd/dukpic
3) https://is.gd/JyUi1p
4) https://is.gd/i0bFFw
5) https://is.gd/H9tZO4
6) https://is.gd/MDkREz
7) https://is.gd/dGENNT
8) https://is.gd/QEc1GV
9) https://is.gd/aoiFRp
10) https://is.gd/AoNAWu
Between you, me and the LampPost, that's all for now.
Dan’s Desk
Backing Up
By Dan Douglas, President, Space Coast PC Users Group
The Space Coast Journal
www.spcug.com
datadan (at) msn.com
We’ve discussed the subjects of performing backups recently at our meetings, so I
thought I would update the article I wrote on the topic back in 2018.
Two types of ﬁles are required to be backed up. There are your personal ﬁles, normally
stored in the following folders under your login account in Windows: Desktop,
Documents, Downloads, Favorites, Music, Pictures, and Videos. Each user that has an
account on a PC has their own set of these folders. If the user only uses the programs
that come with Windows or has a standard set of programs that they add to Windows
that are can be easily re-installed either from a DVD/CD backup or a download ﬁle,
then that makes backup and recovery much easier. The other type of ﬁles to be
backed up would be the Windows System Files. These include the Windows Operating
System itself plus all of the programs/apps, ﬁles, and data used by those programs/
apps.
If you have all of your personal ﬁles backed up and you have the ﬁles required to
reinstall your programs, then you can easily get a replacement PC or hard drive
restored completely.
Just about every PC user has heard that they should back up their PC, but based upon
what I’ve seen, only about 20% have an active plan in place.
The reasons that I’ve been told that users do not perform backups regularly are along
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these lines:
• I don’t know how to set it up
• It will slow down my computer too much
• It’s too costly
• I forget to do it
None of these are acceptable excuses anymore!
Let’s go through these one by one and see how to address the issues.
Setting up your backup
In Control Panel, under every version of Windows since Vista, there is an app named
Backup and Restore or Backup and Restore (Windows 7). This app is suitable for 99%
of the user community.
This app lets you pick a target location for where your backup will be stored either on
a local drive or a network storage location, which can include cloud storage. A
schedule can be set for what frequency you want to use for creating your backups –
daily and what time of day or weekly by day of the week and time of day or monthly
by day of the month and at what time of day. You can also determine if you want just
your ﬁle libraries backed up or the whole disk(s). In both cases, a System Image will
always be created as well. The System Image can be used by a restore program to
exactly duplicate your hard drive onto a new PC or a new hard drive. The retention
period can also be set for how long to keep a backup for or you can allow Windows to
manage the space and to automatically replace the oldest backup with the newest.
Selecting the best time to perform your backup When you select the time of day to
run the backup as described in the previous section, you must pick a time that will be
when your computer will be powered on. The backup program cannot power on a PC
that is turned off to perform a backup. So if you use it each Sunday at 7 pm, make
sure you leave your PC on every Sunday evening. A backup that runs when you are
using the PC can impact your responsiveness and will take longer to complete than
running at a time that no one is using the PC.
Cost of running the backup
Since the backup program is included with every copy of Windows, there is no
software cost. In addition, almost all external backup drives include a backup program
of some sort. Cloning/backup software from Macrium is also recommended. The only
cost is that of providing a backup drive, either as a local hard drive or a networkaccessible location such as a Network Accessible Storage (NAS) or cloud storage. This
drive can be used for other purposes so even that cost can be split across other
activities. An external 5TB USB 3.0 drive can be bought for less than $130 lately, so
that’s cheap insurance for not losing all of your data.
Set it once and it’s automatic
As we saw in the sections above, once you set up the backup program, it will run
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automatically as long as the backup location is accessible and the computer is turned
on at the scheduled time. Perhaps a repeating calendar reminder note will help make
sure that you are always protected!
Restoring from a backup is best suited to situations where your hard drive is damaged
and some ﬁles can no longer be accessed or the system won’t even boot up. I’ve seen
a lot of computers recently, where the owner complains of poor performance and
upon investigation, I’ve been able to determine that it was a hard drive failing that
was causing the lack of responsiveness. The hard drive would sometimes retry
reading a ﬁle hundreds of times before either being successful or unsuccessful. This
causes the hard drive to fall behind in any other requests for data and therefore the
whole system slows down.
The File History app, which was introduced in Windows 8, is the best program to use
for restoring individual ﬁles. Every time a ﬁle is created, changed, or deleted a copy
can be written to the ﬁle history backup drive. This drive can then be used to restore
a previous version if required. This is a great recovery tool if you are ever a victim of a
ransomware attack where your personal ﬁles are encrypted. You can add additional
directories to be backed up in addition to the normal set of personal ﬁle folders.
The option of Save copies of ﬁles speciﬁes how often File History runs automatic
backups. The default is hourly, but you can set the frequency to 10, 15, 20, or 30
minutes; 3, 6, or 12 hours; or choose to back up ﬁles once a day. Please note that a
new version is created only when at least one item has changed in the ﬁle. The Keep
saved versions option speciﬁes how long to keep the backups. By default, these are
kept forever, but you can also select 1, 3, 6, or 9 months, or 1 or 2 years. If your
backup drives are tight on space, you can select the “Until space is needed” option
and risk losing older backups quickly.
The best approach is to use the Backup and Restore program regularly, perhaps just
using the System Image backup function, together with File History to fully protect all
of your important ﬁles and folders. That way you will be protected against both
hardware failures of the hard drive as well as accidental deletion or corruption of
important documents.
Don’t pass up the free cloud storage from Microsoft, Google, and others that can
supplement what you backup to a local/network drive. Cloud storage is impractical for
full drive/image backups due to the extremely long time that it would take to do a full
recovery over the internet, but for individual ﬁles, it’s great.
President's Corner
Do You Trust Your Technology?
by Greg Skalka, President, Under the Computer Hood User Group
www.uchug.org
president (at) uchug.org
Our world runs on technology, yet many of our most contentious disagreements involve
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whether certain technologies can be trusted, or whether society can be trusted to use them
correctly. Is climate change real and man-made? Is nuclear power dangerous? Are electronic
voting machines accurate? Are vaccines safe? Does cell phone use cause cancer? Is it time
to put on a tinfoil hat?
A strict application of the scientiﬁc method should be able to answer our questions and
reveal the truth, but only if we all trust science. Unfortunately, with humans involved, there
are biases, conﬂicts of interest, and preferences for one outcome over another. Another
problem is that humans are imperfect, and so everything we make and do is also imperfect.
Nothing we create is all good; there are always downsides to everything. Often the
detrimental aspects of some new thing are not fully realized until much later. Asbestos
seemed like a useful ﬁreprooﬁng technology until its toxicity became apparent. When the
good aspects outweigh the bad (in some subjective determination), the tech is beneﬁcial.
Things are usually not black and white, however, so it is left to individuals and to society to
judge their worth.
How we weigh the advantages and costs can be based on reputable information, but it can
also come from rumors, false narratives, and speculation. Good things can get bad reputations
(like vaccines), while bad things can get marketed as desirable (like tobacco products).
At the individual level, we all have choices to make concerning which technologies we trust
and which we do not; which are worth the cost, and which should be avoided. Everyone
approaches this differently, bringing our standards, biases, concerns, and experiences.
Usually, the beneﬁts are apparent, but the downsides of a particular technology are often
hidden and difﬁcult to conﬁrm. They usually involve aspects of safety and security, and it is
very difﬁcult to prove something is completely free of risk. The risks are generally to our
personal and ﬁnancial data. Can we get hacked? Can we get tracked? Is someone able to
steal from us, or just accumulate more information about us than we’d like? Differences of
opinion on these risks can lead to things that are popular with many being shunned by some.
There are lots of examples of mainstream technologies that are not trusted by some
nominally rational people. I have some relatives that don’t feel safe ﬂying and now only travel
by car, bus, or train (though they had traveled by plane in the past). I feel from its safety
record that ﬂying is generally safe enough, but have never questioned them on why they hold
this view. John Madden, the former football coach, and sportscaster is reportedly afraid of
ﬂying and used a bus to travel to games. Some attribute his fear to a Cal Poly football team
plane crash in 1960. I am not aware of any speciﬁc incident that would be the cause of my
relatives’ concern; they obviously must have a point of view different from mine on this.
I didn’t think much about these differences in points of view until the start of the pandemic
last year when I found some good friends who refused to use Zoom. I had set up a personal
Zoom account in 2015 to use for some purpose related to UCHUG but never used it much.
That changed greatly in March 2020, when we were forced to hold our board meeting virtually
on Zoom. Since then, with the help of APCUG, we have been able to use their paid Zoom
accounts to hold all our board and general meetings. There are some members we have not
seen during this time, but we don’t know why. I am aware of security concerns about Zoom
but have researched them, and now have used it so much that I feel it can be trusted.
Before the pandemic, I met for lunch periodically with a group of longtime friends that I
worked with at one time or another. After we could no longer meet in person due to COVID, I
set up Zoom virtual lunch meetings so that we could stay in touch. Many in this group
participated, but some would not; they were concerned about the security issues and “just
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didn’t do Zoom.” This is unfortunate as I would like to see more of them. I periodically remind
them that they could join our Zoom lunches, but I’m always rebuffed. I’m starting to feel like
I’m trying to talk them into using heroin. I don’t think they are paranoid, as there are other
things that these friends do that I ﬁnd too risky.
There are a few popular things that I don’t trust at this point. One is social networks. While I
do have an account on LinkedIn (for job search and career purposes), I’ve never had a
Facebook or Twitter account. I don’t have any interest in them, and since I do have security
and privacy concerns about participating in these sites, I just don’t. There are no doubt some
things I miss out on by avoiding social networks. My church has a private social network that
would probably provide useful information, but my feelings about Facebook have kept me from
investigating it further.
Some people don’t trust online banking and bill payment. I once felt that way. While I do
still have security concerns, the overwhelming convenience of these services has won me
over. I take every precaution I can to keep my online ﬁnancial activities secure, and so feel my
use is safe enough. I sure wouldn’t want to go back to banking in person or by phone or
having to mail paper checks in for payments. The postal system seems less secure than it
used to, so mail theft of my paper statements now seems a greater risk than an online breach.
I also have reservations about password managers. I have less distrust in them now but
originally feared that if they were not secure and could be hacked, all your passwords would
then be vulnerable. I developed my own process for managing passwords and prefer it, but
would recommend a password manager to others at this point
Voice-operated assistants (or smart speakers) can be very useful, but there are certainly
privacy concerns to consider in their use. While I have several Amazon Alexa devices, I don’t
trust them fully. I realize I am trading some loss of privacy for their convenience. It is the same
with Amazon in general, and with Google. I love Google Maps but have concerns about all the
location data I am providing when I use it. It is always a risk/reward evaluation for each
service; there are some Google services I don’t feel are worth the risk, and so don’t use them.
A smart or connected home can be a concern for some. I have a lot of smart home devices
that I feel are fairly benign, like smart lights, thermostats, and cameras. While I agree it would
be handy, I’m not trusting enough to consider a smart lock for my home just yet. I was once
very concerned about home Wi-Fi and kept it disabled when not using it directly. As I found
reasons to use it more and hardened my home network with more secure equipment and
practices, I became more trusting. Still, the majority of my home computers and the ones I
use for my most sensitive computing are on my wired network.
Antivirus is something I’ve become less trusting of. After research and consideration, I’m
now in agreement with those that believe that any external security program opens holes in
the operating system and thus increases risk. I’m now using the security built into Windows
10, rather than an external antivirus program (and saving money). I am much more suspicious
of security and “cleaning” programs now, as some exhibit malware-like behaviors.
And then there is Windows itself. Some don’t trust Microsoft and prefer alternatives like
Linux or Apple’s products. I don’t trust Microsoft on everything, but since I must live in a
Windows world at work, I ﬁnd it easiest to stick with the adversary I know best. Linux seems
like a lot more work, and since I don’t trust Apple any more than Microsoft, why should I pay a
lot more for a computer I’m still concerned about?
No matter what technology you consider, there is probably some way it can be misused,
subverted, or hacked. Each of us must consider the beneﬁts against the risks when personally
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using any tech product or service. Those considerations must
be made with the best, most accurate, and unbiased
information available. We can’t depend on the tech vendors
or the government to protect us from harm; we must be our
defenders. Perhaps the best we can hope for with our tech is
not trust, but a truce.
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The Glenside Public Library address is
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Antivirus Removal Tool - detect and uninstal multiple
pieces of antivirus software
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Audacity - Easy-to-use multi-track recording and
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Blender - 3D animation suite that supports video
editing and game creation
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LibreOfﬁce - Ofﬁce suite
Macrorit Disk Scanner - Smart bad sector scanning
software
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on the Members Helpline.
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